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Criminalising clients endangers sex workers

The Global Alliance Against Traffic in Women, International Secretariat (GAATW-IS) strongly opposes introducing criminal penalties against the clients of sex workers. This conclusion is based on our 20 years of working with and learning from sex workers and specifically, our 2011 research of client criminalisation or ‘end demand for prostitution’ approaches, Moving Beyond ‘Supply and Demand’ Catchphrases: Assessing the uses and limitations of demand-based approaches in anti-trafficking.1 We found that criminalising sex workers’ clients does not reduce sex work or trafficking. Instead, it infringes on sex workers’ rights and obstructs anti-trafficking efforts.

In summary, GAATW strongly opposes criminal penalties against sex workers’ clients as this approach:

• Has not reduced trafficking;
• Threatens sex workers’ income security and working conditions, by increasing competition amongst sex workers, and decreasing opportunities for safe screening procedures;
• Has not stopped violent or abusive clients who are more experienced at evading law enforcement, but has ended up impacting less experienced clients;
• Dismisses and silences the concerns, priorities and knowledge of sex workers;
• Increases law enforcement power over sex workers; and
• Increases stigma against sex workers.

Criminalising clients threatens sex workers’ income security and working conditions

Criminalising clients may end up necessitating risky work practices and increasing the risk of violence. Less ‘demand’ or less business can put sex workers in situations where they feel pressured to take on more dangerous clients, work longer hours, lower their rates, or engage in unsafe work practices. Sex workers may feel the need to work alone and/or work in more isolated locations, in order to avoid detection by law enforcement.2
Criminalising clients increases law enforcement power over sex workers
Globally, sex workers rights groups have identified police brutality and police harassment as one of the greatest threats of violence against sex workers. Even if only one party is criminalised, transactions still have the potential for police harassment and exploitation. Increasing criminal penalties against sex workers’ clients reinforces law enforcement power over sex workers and (1) entrenches the traditional mistrust between sex workers and law enforcement; (2) does nothing to address abuse and exploitation by law enforcement (e.g. confiscating sex workers’ earnings); and (3) reduces the likelihood that sex workers will inform law enforcement if they need assistance or if they experience violence.

Criminalising clients increases stigma against sex workers
The stigma around sex work can make it harder for individuals to exit sex work and/or access health services and labour rights protections. In Sweden, there is general consensus that the Sex Purchase Act has endangered sex workers’ health and well-being. Incredibly, the government’s 2010 official evaluation argued that the increased stigmatisation and risks faced by sex workers was a positive result of the Sex Purchase Act; in other words, endangering sex workers helps ‘fight’ prostitution.

Criminalising clients may target certain groups of clients more than others
Some have expressed strong concerns that the criminalisation of clients would result in law enforcement targeting men already under increased police surveillance, such as men in working-class, immigrant, and visible minority communities or clients of street-based sex workers.

Movements against the growing prison-industrial sector have also articulated reasons against using incarceration and criminalisation as the primary solution for social and economic issues. Research has found that ‘John schools’ or educational programs to ‘rehabilitate’ male clients may change attitudes but not behaviour, and have not shown to be a cost-effective strategy for reducing sex work.

Of course, it would be possible to extend the logic of the “penalise the buyer” approach to all forms of sex commerce: a total ban on all forms of sexualised entertainment and pornography involving actors/models; raids on private homes and monitoring of private bank accounts to ensure that people are not using the internet to access sex workers; phone taps to ensure that telephone sex is not being consumed. But most would balk at the civil liberties implications of such an approach.

– Dr. Julia O’Connell Davidson

The purchase of sexual services is a typical surveillance crime. If resources are allocated, more crimes can be detected and penalized. According to police officers interviewed in the evaluation, the number of reported could be “multiplied if this crime was a priority in everyday operations”. With this reasoning, one can get the kind of criminality one desires. The police activity itself produces more and more crimes, which in turn can justify why more resources are needed to combat sex purchase via policing.

– Department of Criminology, Stockholm University

Using criminalisation and incarceration to address a moral opposition to prostitution can have serious long-term effects on people’s access to employment options and social inclusion. Approaches that call for criminalising clients and other ‘exploiters’ can also end up criminalising individuals in the sex industry who are not sex workers, e.g. maids, receptionists, business owners.
Criminalising clients may not be effective in capturing abusive clients

‘End demand for prostitution’ approaches that seek to punish all clients is an ineffective strategy of reducing violence against sex workers, as sex workers still stress that they are unable to get their concerns taken seriously by law enforcement and other authorities. Sex workers rights groups and their allies have strongly advocated for addressing violence against sex workers (mainly police violence, but also including violent clients). The ‘end demand for prostitution’ or client criminalisation approaches, however, argue that no distinction should be made between what sex workers define as exploitative or abusive behaviour, and what sex workers define as a consensual, commercial transaction.

Prostitution-abolitionist ideas can normalise violence against sex workers

It is possible that prostitution-abolitionist perspectives can lead to the harms they are ostensibly against. Clients with similar attitudes as abolitionists (e.g. sex workers are commodities, it is impossible to ‘rape’ a prostitute) may be more likely to be violent or abusive than clients that subscribe to a sex workers’ rights perspective (e.g. sexual services should be negotiated between a worker and client, sex workers have the right to work safely). A 2003 study found that men who saw prostitution as just another sector of work were more likely to be concerned about women trafficked into prostitution. Clients who were most likely to use the services of trafficked persons shared abolitionist ideas that sex workers were commodities and that payment signified ownership, not exchange.¹³

Barriers to exiting sex work: Lessons learned from the anti-trafficking industry

The federal government’s proposal to allocate 20 million dollars (CDN) towards funding exit programs for sex workers appears to be a progressive exception within the criminalisation framework proposed in Bill C-36, but we are strongly concerned that this may be used to fund repressive approaches to exiting sex work. Our concerns are based on the dismissal of diverse sex worker perspectives in previous hearings and consultations by the federal government, and the contradictions between Bill C-36 and the Bedford v. Canada decision by the Supreme Court of Canada.

We are concerned that Bill C-36 may encourage a repressive approach to exiting sex work, including programs that force or coerce individuals out of the sex work sector against their will. We note that the following has not been stated by the federal government. However, we offer the following ‘lessons learned’ based on our extensive experience challenging repressive anti-trafficking measures and urge the Canadian federal government not to create a context in which the following could occur.¹⁴

The problem of conditionality: In our 2007 report, Collateral Damage¹⁵, we challenged the common state practice of conditionality or offering support to victims of trafficking upon the condition that they assist law enforcement officials in the prosecution of suspected traffickers. Such conditionality is illegal under the international law on trafficking in persons.¹⁶ GAATW argued that the needs of law enforcement officials should not outweigh the needs of victims of trafficking. We are concerned that supports for exiting the sex work sector may follow a similar trend. Given the demonisation and misrepresentation of sex workers’ clients implicit in Bill C-36, we are concerned that sex workers may be coerced to assist law enforcement officials in the prosecution of clients in order to be eligible for supports and services.
Manufacturing crises to deliver crisis intervention: The termination of the Operation Help program in Saskatoon demonstrates the dangers of exiting, ‘rescue’ or ‘rehabilitation’ programs that rely on coercion and traumatisation. In a *CBC News* article, an Operation Hope worker argues that sex workers are more receptive to ‘rescue’ when they are in crisis; in this instance a crisis triggered by arrest.17 The use of traumatising law enforcement measures to essentially promote crisis intervention programs is highly unethical. Sex worker organisations have developed ethical and responsive models for exiting, yet we are concerned that the criminalisation of clients fosters a climate that tacitly supports the use of force or coercion by social service providers.18 The choice to exit sex work should not be made under the threat of legal consequences or bodily harm.

Prioritising law enforcement as funding recipients: It is not stated who will be prioritised for funding. However, we are concerned that this funding may exclude sex worker support organisations who do not subscribe to the federal government’s view of criminalising clients. By definition, an approach that espouses the criminalisation of clients authorises law enforcement to govern sexual activity between consenting adults. In this context, there is a concern that any increases in funding will prioritise law enforcement bodies over community programs. This trend has been noted by SWAN Vancouver19, a Canadian GAATW Member Organisation. In a recent article for the *Anti-Trafficking Review* journal20, SWAN notes that a 2012 funding call by the Status of Women Canada, supports the connection between the criminalisation of clients, or ‘demand’, and the expansion of law enforcement power.21 We are concerned that legislation criminalising clients will prioritise law enforcement interventions instead of community-based solutions, particularly given that sex workers continue to associate law enforcement with punishment rather than protection.

Decriminalise sex work

GAATW supports the removal of criminal penalties around consensual adult sex work. Decriminalisation would reflect the *Bedford v. Canada* decision by the Supreme Court of Canada. UN representatives and researchers have advocated the decriminalisation of sex work, as a strategy to reduce violence, increase public health, reduce HIV, prevent corruption, protect sex workers’ rights, facilitate anti-trafficking efforts, reduce police abuse and reduce migrant sex workers’ risk of abuse and deportation.29 New Zealand’s Prostitution Reform Act (2003) remains the most significant example of a decriminalised approach to sex work and has been effective in reducing police corruption, strengthening sex workers’ rights and strengthening safe sex practices.30

*With regard to adult sex work that involves no victimization, criminal law should be reviewed with the aim of decriminalizing, then legally regulating occupational health and safety conditions to protect sex workers and their clients, including support for safe sex during sex work.* – 21(c), Guideline 4, Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and the Joint UN Programme on HIV/AIDS.31

*Decriminalisation, along with the institution of appropriate occupational health and safety regulations, safeguards the rights of sex workers.* – Anand Grover, UN Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.32
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14 For example, see GAATW’s 2007 report Collateral Damage: The Impact of Anti-Trafficking Measures on Human Rights around the World. Available online at: http://www.gaatw.org/Collateral%20Damage_Final/singlefile_CollateralDamagefinal.pdf
16 The Legislative Guide to the Protocol states that “support and protection shall…not be made conditional upon the willingness to cooperate in legal proceedings” (par.62).
19 Or Supporting Women’s Alternatives Network. More information can be found at swanvancouver.ca


